Abstract-This paper describes the Cultural Journeys in the Information Society (CJIS) project. CJIS project is an INCO project (973324) funded by the ECC and its aims to address the problem of electronic information roads at various levels and to develop a prototype system of such roads. The prototype will eoncentrate at first on cultural and historical information and the social relevance of such roads in education and training. This paper defines the notion of electronic information roads and explores the technical form which these roads can take.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years there has been an explosion in the importance of research and development in multimedia systems and their deployment over the Internet and WWW. However, these systems usually have limited interconnections among them; they may be viewed as virtual temtories with very few existing facilities that can help users explore and retrieve relevant information. They apply to discrete data spaces only, failing to provide users with a means of continuous exploration in the related information space that often spans multiple data spaces. As a result, uniformed users may be lost or retracted from their intended destinations if they can not describe a desired journey explicitly. Thus, there is a strong need to address this problem and to provide information guides that would allow a coherent exploration of infomation; an exploration that can be viewed as a structured journey in the available information.
Search engines are used to gather a list of potential interesting sites in an effort to solve this problem.
Additionally, human intervention for the update of interconnections is often employed. Both approaches have major disadvantages. The required time p d effort for the manual update is both overwhelming and expensive while search engines often respond with a large set of sites that are only peripherally related to the actual query. A great ' amount of research is being invested towards the creation of more powerful and intelligent search engines.
Electronic Roads can be thought of as the underlying fabric of the space of information and the Information Society at large. They shape this space and define a novel way of acquiring, using and exchanging information which ultimately can result in new social links between those who use these roads.
An Electronic Road creates an information map with spatial, temporal and context or more generally semantic associations amongst different information elements. These electronic roads could be based on existing physical roads mirroring the information available in the physical area of the road or they could be completely thematic roads that traverse information that is semantically related but of different nature at different locations and time. Users who are interested in a specific topic would search for and take an appropriate Electronic Road. This will provide them with a traversal of a meaningful set of related information sites with each different user selecting a journey that suits their own interests and priorities in a dynamic way as they follow the road and discover new information that they judge useful. The user therefore is allowed or invited to explore the available information by dynamically selecting and forming a personalized information journey that suits their own needs and interests.
A central challenging issue in the formation of these information roads is to define what indeed is the appropriate way to link, structure and organize information together. The available information needs to be structured in a way that supports flexible learners, rather than experts. For this reason every piece of available information in the system is associated with some metadata (semantic and system). The primary requirement of an Electronic Road is to achieve a network of information in which the traveler can: 10* Mediterranean Electrotechnical Conference, MEleCon 2000, Vol. I 403 0-7803-6290-x/00/$10.00 02000 E E E explore the information space in a natural way where the information offered remains continuously interesting (the system will provide dynamic links), adapt hisher exploration mode according to personal preferences both at the start and during the joumey (the system will maintain a user profile), leam new information, particularly new relevant associations of herhis original domain of interest with other domains, offer as well as take information along hisher route, (the system will record hisher joumeys),
In order to address the above mentioned requirements a number of specific research problems need to be addressed: . Also refine search results based on current network and its state. Design and implement a metacomputing environment for amalgamating into one entity all the resources comprising an electronic road system.
11.

CULTURALJOURNEYS
An electronic road is the user's navigation path through a multimedia environment. It is a series of links to the system's Information Units (IU) the user chooses to follow through. Ius are the building blocks of the system and consist of the actual data (e.g. segment of video, image, I I Independence Period I I BritishPeriod sound or text) with an attached metadata index (semantic and system). The system produces a number of dynamic links that point the user to new Information Units. These dynamic links are based on the IU semantic dictionaly. This semantic dictionary has a hierarchical structure from general to specific. For instance, figure 1 shows a (small part of the) semantic dictionary for Cyprus Culture.
A. CYIS Concepts
We have the semantic dictionary (described above) and the digital library of the IUS holding the content.
A secondary structure is that of an Information Element (IE) or NodeID which consists of a tuple of Information Units (IU) on the same subject. An IE is the total information /content in the different media that could be composed together to be presented to the user.
As mentioned above, the building block of the system is the IU, which consists of the actual data (e.g. segment of video, image, sound or text) with an attached metadata index as depicted in the following table.
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Other keywords e.g. Z
The system also maintains a profie about the user's initial preferences, records semantic metadata for every user's stops and proposes a User Profile Record. Also the user is able to search for information, save a journey or recall an old journey. 
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requirements and rearranges or modifies the list. As a result of the actions of System Refiner some information units might be omitted or have their rank changed. Link generator. This module takes as input the current's position metadata and user's profile and produces a list of related links to new nodes (information elements). These links could be either primary or lateral. System Based Refier (Link). The output of Link generator is a list of links. This module considers the list of links, the bandwidth and QoS requirements and rearranges the ranking of the list. As a result of the actions of System Refiner some links might be omitted. PUsPage Composer. This module takes as input the outputs of the System Refiner and Link Generator and produces the final Web document that the user will see. The system delivers a multi-frame document. The document fiameset is dynamic i.e. one or more Information Unit frames might be omitted or 
C. A CJIS Scenario
In general, the system produces and presents to the user links to Information Elements (IEs). The user chooses at each point a link and this forms a road. The journey in figure 4 is based on the Semantic Dictionary presented in figure 1 .
The roads, the system produces are initially based on the Semantic Dictionary (SD). Assuming, we are starting a journey from the root of the SD (i. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE OF CJIS
The software platforms that we will use are Java, JavaScript, Java RMI, JDBC, SQL DBMS, Dublin Core and hardware platform is Windows NT.
1. User Interface Agent. It w i l l run through a web browser and will consist of two M e s : 0 Frame 1: Electronic Roads. This is a Java Applet that will get user's input and interface with the main ER system that will be running on the server. Frame 2: IU Content. This is the IU in an HTML format loaded from a URL address. 0 2. Server Site. This is a Java Application. This is where the ER functionality is encapsulated. It is responsible to respond to the users. It also access the Database Management System. Use RMI and JDBC.
